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a cause is argued there and tried at the bar, where you are adjudged
to pay the costs and charges, and so dismissed with "welcome,
gentlemen."
In like manner he writes on a country fair, a country ale-house,
and a horse race ; thus preparing us for a new departure in Lupton's
book, which gives the chaiacter of various localities, in town and
country.
Thomas Fuller is sometimes numbered among the character- Thomas
writers ;  but, as has been already said, his characters are almost ^n^r—
destitute of the Theophrastian quality : he is a critic of human life        .
i	i   i     11         •	ii	i	I,   portraits
whose mind dwells instinctively on the concrete, the personal, the
historic.   He is among the finest of literary portrait-painters, and
his portraits aie usually vivified by anecdotes that reveal the bom
story-teller ; in retelling an old tale, his " fingers unwittingly itched
(as Gibbon's did afterwards) to make the not yet born historical
novel out of it." *   His Church History of Britain (1648) and his
Worthies of England (1662) are full of speaking likenesses of kings,
statesmen, churchmen, and other historical personages.  Few of his
many books are devoid of some fragment of portraiture, some pithy
anecdote, or much searching comment on man's inner and outer life,
which would not have been in the wrong place had they occurred in
the pages of a serious novel   All this, and the unlimited range of
his curiosity, pertain to that attitude of mind which, allied with
vivacity and humour—never wanting in Fuller—is the attitude that
finds aptest and fullest expression there.   Whether the novelists of
the following century gained anything directly from Fuller or not,
he did admirably many things that had to be done.   Few of them
may have read him ;   yet his familiar way of telling a story, the
vitality of his portraits, which were no mere static characters, but
walked and talked and looked and were sad or confident or hesitating,
as people are in life, and, finally, the thought that often gave a fresh
significance to the man he drew, all this could not but have taught
a good deal to other chroniclers and critics of human activities, and
so have reacted upon the novelists. After all, Fuller was read, when
Deloney and others of that generation who had done some of these
things before were dead and forgotten, except among those who
had no connexion with the literary classes.
1 Professor Saint&bury (Comb. Htst. of Eng. Ltf., vii., 248).

